Abstract-In this paper, we will consider questions related to blindfolded play: (i) the impact (in various conditions) of playing blindfolded in the level of Go players in 9x9 Go (ii) the influence of a visual support (the visual support is a board with no stone) (iii) which modifications are required for making a program strong in the blind variant of the game (and, somehow surprisingly, implementing a program for playing blind go is not equivalent to implementing a program for playing go) (iv) some conclusions on the rules of blind Go for making it interesting and pedagogically efficient.
• Computational intelligence design question: should a program play differently against a human opponent than against a computer? Our hypothesis here is that the same-strength assumption, which is the basis for many computer programs (alpha-beta or Monte-Carlo Tree Search) does not hold in blind games. Two counterexamples to this "same strength" assumption are already known in some non-blindfolded games: -It is known ( [4] ) that in (non-blindfolded) chess, computers should play differently when they play against a human and when they play against a computer: this is because humans are weak in endgames (compared to computers) and therefore the computer should accept a sacrifice which leads to a draw endgame, if this endgame is too hard for humans. -Also, as humans are poor random generators, computers are stronger than humans in repeated RockPaper-Scissors and computers should not play the Nash equilibrium. We will argue that the same phenomenon occurs in blindfolded board games: even in games (like Go) in which computers are weaker than humans, they can benefit from human's biases by playing very complicated moves which are difficult to memorize for humans.
• Challenge: are computers stronger than humans in 9x9 blind Go? We are roughly at the point at which computers are close to the best human levels in 9x9 Go, but they have still troubles for winning as black and do not win all their games as white; we'll see that things are seemingly better for computers in 9x9 blind Go. Yet, more games are required for claiming this with certainty. Our hypothesis here is that even very strong humans are usually weaker in blind games, even in the 9x9 form of the game.
• Serious games, pedagogical aspects: Go players are often extremely careful about their board and stones. Also, while simulating possible futures of the current state on a secondary board, or using pen and paper, is forbidden during a Go game, many players simulate random games in their mind's eye when thinking. Also, whenever go players are playing blindfolded, they request a board which is not too far from their usual board. 1 This is related to works emphasizing the necessity of a priori useless auxiliary visual stimuli for learning efficiently in simulated conditions; see [5] 1 These authors have seen several times their boards rejected by human players due to insufficient quality.
for bicycle simulators. Our assumption is that a visual support (empty board) is important for playing blind go (maybe this influence is highly dependent on persons as there are various forms of memory even among people with very high skills [6] ); the influence of the quality of the board (often mentioned by players) is left as further work. We will test these assumptions both with amateurs (Section II) and with professional players (Section III). Finally, we will test the modifications suggested by these experiments in section IV.
II. AMATEUR RESULTS
In section II-A we test the playing skills of blind-Go players depending on the visual support and on a simple modification of the Go playing program. In section II-B we test the memorization of standard openings compared to randomized openings, showing that the memorization part of blind Go is much harder in the case of a randomized or strange opening.
A. Playing skills
We tested amateurs' skills for playing 9x9 blind Go. The first test was in 9x9; but weak amateurs can hardly play a complete 9x9 game. We compared two cases: (i) with visual support (an empty grid) and (ii) without visual support. Games were playing alternatively in each condition, and results were as follows: 22, 26 and 18 legal moves with visual support, and 16, 20 and 18 legal moves without visual support. Results are therefore unclear, and it's not even possible to play a complete game.
We then switched to 5x5; it is known (http:// erikvanderwerf.tengen.nl/5x5/5x5solved.html) that 5x5 is a draw with komi 25 (black should kill every white stones on the board). We chose komi 24.5, and the human was black; therefore, in case of perfect play (which is possible even for amateur players in standard 5x5 Go) black should win; but any mistake leads to a loss (the computer will not fail in such a setting).
Results are presented in Table I (condition 1 corresponds to MoGoTW as opponent; condition 2 corresponds to the modified version proposed in section IV). The efficiency of the visual support, yet widely mentioned by human players, does not clearly appear (results are not significant), so we do not conclude on this; if there is an effect, maybe it is not that big after all for these amateur players.
As the amateur player #2 was too strong for this exercise, we then switched to 7x7 and got results as presented in Table  II .
The hypothesis "the probability of winning without visual support is ≥ the probability of winning with visual support" can be rejected with p-value 5.5% for the third experiment (by Fisher's exact test). [7] has shown that visual information with no structure (structure is necessary for long-term memory) can nonetheless last several seconds (i.e. more than the so-called iconic memory). Nonetheless, the capacity of this memory is moderate [8] (see also [9] ) and exceptional memorizations are usually based on a huge knowledge and subtle memorization techniques; the "brute force" short term memory can not last for a full game.
B. Memorization
It is known in chess that random positions are much harder to memorize than real positions. This suggests that it might be possible to make a program stronger, by making it play situations which are more difficult to memorize, just by playing randomly in the beginning. We did not implement such an algorithm (it is a non-trivial task as we should play randomly, but not too much, as the program must nonetheless have a reasonably good position), but we tested the memorization ability depending on whether situations were real or randomly drawn (in section IV-B we will consider non-standard opening moves for puzzling the human player). Results are presented in Table III .
III. RESULTS OF THE SSCI 2011 HUMAN VS COMPUTER GAMES IN PARIS: PROFESSIONAL GO PLAYERS
Games were played with 30 minutes per side. C.-H. Chou commented that in 9x9 he can play without loss of performance. MoGoTW won 3 out of 4 games. Games are presented in Table 2 , 3, 4, 5.
For comparison, 10 games were played against various professional players of various ranks the 9th of March; MoGoTW, at that time, was playing as white only (the easier side, by far) and won only 3 out of 10 games; wins as black are in fact rare wins [10] . This difference suggests that pro players were weaker in blind Go; however, the sample size (10 games in standard 9x9 Go, 4 in blind go) is clearly not sufficient for concluding. 
IV. MAKING A GO PROGRAM SPECIFICALLY FOR BLIND GO
We will here see two different modifications for blind computer board games: adding complicated endgames (section IV-A), and symmetrizing/perturbing openings (section IV-B).
A. Adding complicated endgames
We have seen above that playing natural moves in the endgame is not a good idea, as such moves are easy to memorize. Therefore, it's better to try complicated moves. In MoGoTW, end games moves which are easy to solve with eyes are forbidden by an early-resign rule: resign as soon as no move has more than 20% success rate; it is known that it does not change anything as these late moves are easy to understand when playing with eyes opened. We here test what happens if we remove this rule, and use a 5% resign threshold.
Results are presented in Table I ; condition 1 is the initial version of MoGoTW, whereas condition 2 is modified as proposed above. Conditions 1 and 2 are equivalent in standard Go, but very different in blind Go.
If we look at the results of amateur player # 1 in 5x5 blind Go it seems the program is much stronger in the condition 2 case. For amateur player # 2 (too strong for 5x5) there is no difference in 5x5 (Table I ). The same experiment has then been reproduced in 7x7 blind Go for player #2. In that case, with the help of the visual support, this amateur player won almost all its games against the program in its standard Game won by MoGoTW as white against P.-C. Chou (5P). MoGoTW was running on a cluster of 10 nodes with 8 cores each. Black's move H8 (number 45) is the mistake (after Black H8, there could be a complex ko, but Black had no enough ko threats, and looses the game): J6 would be much better. The human player would have played better if it was not blind go (this mistake is not possible for a pro unless the game is blindfolded). As many Monte-Carlo Tree Search programs, MoGoTW played strange moves at the end, giving up territory (white72 should be D4 or D3 instead of B5 and white74 should be D3 instead of A6); however, this does not change the final result of the game.
version (condition 1, with early resign), but lost the two games he played against the program with late resign (5% threshold). Amateur player #2 played correctly the beginning and the middle part of the games but started to loose track of the position when the program started to play some unusual moves and the human did not remember where he should play for securing his groups. Games are presented in Fig. 6 .
B. Symmetrizing and perturbing openings
We will test first (i) symmetrizing openings (for perturbing the memory, without playing weaker moves) and then we will test (ii) weaker moves with more complicated consequences. 1) Symmetries: Go is obviously symmetrical (8 symmetries), but some symmetries are more usual (it is considered as more polite to play in a given corner). Many programs are also not symmetrical and prefer some moves than some others.
Amateur player #1 played 15 games against gnugo in blind Go (with the qgo interface). The human was playing as black, and always started at the center. The human won everything but two games; he had preliminarily studied 5x5 Go and was Game won by MoGoTW as black against C.-H. Chou (9P). MoGoTW was running on a cluster of 3 nodes with 8, 8 and 24 cores respectively. The human player said that black9 (F6) is an excellent move (amateurs would only consider F4 or G4 which are much more common patterns) and MoGoTW can win as black thanks to this very good move. The game is interesting even as a standard Go game; the rest of this caption is reserved for strong Go players as the analysis is difficult. F9 could limit the liberties of White E6, C5, D5 and F5. F9 could indeed cause an excellent sequence of Black moves: from 9th move to 29th move. After 29th move, Black had many ko-threats for the right White group, and would win the game. C-H Chou used about 20 minutes to contemplate next move after F6 (whereas he had only 30 minutes in a game). C-H Chou said that he could find the sequence from 10th move to 30th move and know that Black had many ko-threats for the white group on the right. He said when Black played at F6, he knew he lost. playing in condition 1, making the game much easier. He made a mistake in the beginning (game number #4), and then won all games very quickly except game #13. The interesting point is that game #13 is the only one in which stone C2 was not played by white as the first or second move (see Fig. 7 , left); it was therefore impossible for the human to come back to the pattern shown in Fig. 7 (right) : it is only a symmetry of it and symmetries are not that easy in blindfolded games. Therefore, we conjecture that randomizing the opening is good (it can't harm anyway), but, more surprisingly, we also conjecture that playing a weaker move is a good idea because it's harder for humans. This suggests that playing something else than the Nash equilibrium might be a good idea.
2) Choosing weak openings: For testing this, we used the bad opening presented in Fig. 8 (left) instead of the standard opening in Fig. 8 (right) ; this is probably a bad opening, but we got results in Table IV , showing that the Fig. 6 . The two games played by amateur #2 in condition 2 (resign threshold at 5%). Left: the human player was unable to remember the exact configuration for finalizing the win. Right: the human player lost in a more conventional sense. Fig. 7 . Left: the game lost by the human in 5x5 in condition 1 in spite of careful analysis of 5x5 game before starting the games. Right: in all other games (15 games were played), the pattern was the same: the human captures the white stone in the bottom and then answers close to the next move (stone 11 makes stone 10 dead). As long as the opening includes C2 in one of the two first moves, the optimal strategy for white can be learnt just by two rules: threatening or capturing C2, and then answer E4 (if white D4) or A4 (if white B4). more complicated situation is harder for humans.
V. ANALYSIS Our program played blind go games against strong human players. For the computer and at first view, this makes no difference; however, the results suggest that playing blind go is different from playing go, even if you have perfect memory (as a computer); one must play moves which lead to complicated outcomes, which are more difficult for the (human) opponent's limited memory.
Go is much more difficult than chess, in terms of blindfolded play. However, for the board size which is close to chess, it is true that strong players can play blind go with no special training; with a decay of performance, however.
Humans clearly emphasized that they need a visual support for playing blind Go; they use an empty board, with no stones on it, but with letters and number as coordinates. This is mentioned by many players; however, the best blind go players (able of playing on the 19x19 board) do not need this. In our experiments, the help of the support is not clear. In 5x5, results are slightly better for the amateur #1, but the difference is not significant. More games are needed. For the amateur number #2, there is no difference in size 5x5, but in Fig. 5 . Game lost by MoGoTW as black against P.-C. Chou (5P). MoGoTW was running on a cluster of 10 nodes with 8 cores each. P.-C. Chou said that this game is interested in terms of blind go. The human played the opening correctly, leading to a bad situation for computer-black (moves 4 to 10). Then, white12 should have been C7 (and then black B7, white C3, very good for white). There were mistakes also in the rest of the game; white36 should be H2 instead of F8; also the computer-black move E9 is not good (H8 would be much better): in the endgame, if MoGoTW(black) had played complicated moves it could have won by making the game too complicated for blind Go, but it played as in standard Go -the game was therefore natural and human-black could keep his advantage until the end and win. size 7x7 the help of the support seems to be really important.
Considering the games played as white, MoGoTW won 2 games out of 2 in blind Go the 13rd of April, whereas it only won 3 games out of 10 in standard Go the 9th of March. This is not a fair comparison as MoGoTW is in constant improvement; however, there was no big breakthrough Fig. 8 . Non-standard 6x6 opening (top left), aimed at puzzling a human opponent in blind Go; this opening is not as standard as the top right one. Bottom: a typical game with this non-standard opening and in which the human could not understand what was happening due to the non-standard situation (human white can still attack, but he had forgotten the current situation. Fig. 9 . Lost game in 7x7 with the non-standard blind-go opening D4 E5 D5 C3. This opening is probably not that good in standard Go, but leads to more sophisticated situations and longer games in blind Go, making it hard for human players.
between the two sessions (March 9th and April 13th). From a statistical point of view, the p-value for comparing 2/2 and 3/10 (one-sided test) is 10! × 5!/(3!) = 5/33 = 0.15152, but this does not take into account the progress made by MoGo in the mean time. On the other hand, the feeling by human player (for some games) confirms that playing blind go is not fully equivalent to playing standard go, in particular when the situation becomes intricate; this suggests that humans (with very good memory) or computers could win more games by playing moves which make the situation very complicated and difficult to memorize. We have clearly shown this for the endgames (section IV-A) but could not completely prove it in the openings (section IV-B). We will soon test 19x19 games against one of the very rare human players able of doing this; from the level of Go players (even in blind Go) compared to computer-Go players, humans should win easily; however, as computers play unexpected moves maybe the situation will be more difficult for human blind-go players than when they play against humans. Maybe computers can be very difficult opponents in 19x19 by playing non-standard openings (increasing the number of groups); a minima, it seems reasonable to diversify the openings (in terms of symmetry) in order to make memorization more challenging for humans in case of repeated play; we conjecture also that playing weaker but hard to memorize moves might be a good idea (section IV-B for preliminary experiments around this).
We consider that the rules of blind Go must allow the human player to replay an illegal move. This is because games should be longer than in usual Go (no early resign), because keeping in memory the precise moves required for making a group definitely alive is a part of blind Go; but the game would become a dirty "rote learning" exercise if it was necessary for the human player to keep in memory all the locations of the stones, even those which are now useless for the game.
VI. CONCLUSION
Regarding the questions emphasized in our abstract:
• Level of Go players. The level of Go players when playing blind 9x9 Go is very bad for beginners (not able to play a complete game); on the other hand strong players don't need a specific training provided that they have some visual support. However, the decay of performance decreases, but not vanishes, as the level of Go players improve; even strong Go players can make mistakes in the endgame in blind Go. Go players clearly state that they do not use a "brute" visual representation in mind, and that they use the meaning of moves and some patterns. Maybe there are nonetheless plenty of specific cases, as some people are more "strategic" memorizers and others are more "natural" memorizers. Investigating the case of very strong blind Go players, who don't need any visual support even in 19x19 (e.g. Bao Yun) would be interesting (see [6] for an investigation on people with huge memory, far from Go however).
• Importance of visual support. The quality of the visual support (i.e. of the empty board) is crucial according to many players. However, some humans with training are able to play complete 19x19 games with no support; this is not the case however for traditional players, who are used to simulate games in their mind's eye but with visual support and who strongly prefer to have an empty board available. However, on our numbers (mostly with no time limit for humans), the efficiency of having a secondary board is not always validated; it seems to be inefficient for some players and very efficient for others.
• Blindfolded-specific computational intelligence. A program should not resign too early in blind Go, as humans can make big mistakes in the end. This is illustrated by the game in Fig. 5 ; the computer might have won by making the game more difficult to memorize. Also, results in section IV showing that humans can loose in spite of a very good position due to insufficient memorization. The usual thresholds in Monte-Carlo Tree Search algorithms (resigning when the success rate is below 20%) is too high; it's best to wait for a position in which the opponent has made all groups clearly alive or clearly dead; the threshold 5% is seemingly ok (0% is not that tedious as once groups are secured the success rate drops to 0%.). A less trivial modification consists in choosing non-standard opening (section IV-B) so that the situation is more sophisticated and the game is longer, so that memorization is more a challenge.
• Rules of blindfolded Go. The point above might suggest that blind Go becomes a stupid game in which a player with good memory is just waiting for an illegal move by his opponent for winning. For making the games interesting, we therefore decided to allow illegal moves -when the move is illegal, then just replay (as in phantom-games). With these rules, you just have to secure your groups, and then you can just pass until your opponent passes as well. This way, games are both convenient for humans and make the point that you should keep in memory all the information you need for securing all your groups.
Some further works are checking if there are highly different profiles of blind Go players; the fact that some very strong blind Go players do not need any visual support suggest that the top of the blind Go players have a special ability for being independent of visual stimuli. Another important question is the pedagogical effect of blindfolded games: playing blind Go is certainly a good way of becoming a strong blind Go player, but, as a side effect, does playing blind Go (or blind chess) enhance one's memory for other purpose? To the best of our knowledge, this important pedagogical question has not yet been investigated. A last further work is the more intensive testing of questions treated here: we got very good results in blind Go against humans, but this is only on 4 games; also, what happens in 19x19; also, confirming the positive impact of an empty board; finally, the tricks proposed here for improving programs for blind games (randomly choosing between the various symmetrical moves instead of always choosing the same one; playing longer games in order to benefit from the cases in which a part of the board was forgotten by the human player; and, most surprising, playing unnatural weak moves (i.e., not playing the Nash moves!) for making the game difficult to memorize) should be checked more thoroughly.
